
Part  I: A   Galactic   Habitable    Zone ? 

Several properties of the Milky Way disk vary with radius… and with time 

Which one of them (if any) are important `for  “Galactic habitability”  

(=conditions favouring formation of telluric planets  and survival  of life)? 

They may define a “belt of life in the Galaxy” ( Maroshnik and Mukhin 1986 ; Balazs 1988) 

Or a GHZ (Gonzalez , Brownlee and Ward  2001,  Icarus, Scientific American   ;   Lineweaver et al. 2004, Science) 

(Perhaps) metallicity, density of stars, frequency of supernova explosions… 
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THE   EVOLUTION   OF   THE   MILKY   WAY   DISK (Boissier and NP 1999) 



Fisher and Valenti 2005 

PROBABILITY   OF  FORMING  HOT   EXO-JUPITERS 

Metallicity dependent: 

fHJ = 0.03 (Fe/Feʘ)2 

(Fisher and Valenti 2005) 

But hot Jupiters destroy Earths 

in their migration inwards….. 

Sousa et al. 2008:  HARPS observations 

Host stars of Neptune-size planets 

PROBABILITY   OF   FORMING   EXO-EARTHS ? Probably less dependent on metallicity 

Mordasini  et al. 2007 

Models of planet formation 



Lineweaver 2002 

Probability of having Earths 

not destroyed by Hot Jupiters 

 

PE = PFE x (1 – PHJ) 

NP 2008, 2012 



COSMIC  THREATS  (?) 

FOR  LIFE – AS – WE – KNOW -IT 

Supernovae 

Energy  

released : 

~1047  ergs in UV (few minutes) 

~ 1048 ergs in X-γ (few months)  

            ~1050 ergs in Cosmic rays (few 104 yr) 



Ionizing radiation 

on  

planetary atmospheres 

Induces chemical reactions 

producing  NOX  which destroy  

the protective O3 layer 

and increase the 

solar UV flux on surface 

Produces secondary  

energetic particles and UV  

 reaching the surface  

 

But :  

1) Mutations may accelerate 

       and even induce evolution 

 

2)  Marine life appears rather  

immune to such events 



SUPERNOVAE  AS  A   THREAT   FOR   LIFE  (?) 

SNII (core collapse of massive stars) are 

more frequent and closer to the Galactic plane than 

SNIa (thermonuclear explosions of white dwarfs) 

In Milky Way: fSN = 2-3 per century  

For depletion of O3 layer by ~2 

dSN < 8 pc    (Gehrels et al. 2003) 

 

Local recurrence time: ~2. Gyr 

For increase of UV on ground by ~2  

in thick atmosphere with no O3 

dSN < 42 pc    (Scalo and Wheeler 2002) 

 

Local recurrence time: ~several tens of Myr 

1.5 Gyr 

5.5 Gyr 
13 Gyr 

BUT: they concern complex life on land, 

none of these  means definitive life extinction…  



Several major catastrophes  

occurred in the last  

500 million years  

of multi-cellular life  

on Earth  

But the planet  

was not sterilized.  

 

 

Life not only survived, 

but evolved 

to higher levels 

of complexity 



Local unit:               SNR(t) dt = 1   in Sun’s position 
8 Gyr 

12  Gyr 

How to quantify the SN threat for life ? 

Utterly arbitrary quantification 
(and even qualification)… 

∫ 



Propabilities… 



Stars with Earths  having  survived  threat  from Supernovae 

Because the density of stars is higher in the inner disk 

the  probability of finding a star with Earth-like planets 

inside a given volume is higher in the inner Galaxy  

Relative probability to have life  

around one star at a given position,  

9% 
3% 

Probability of having life  hosting planets  

per unit volume (or surface density) 

in a given position 



Lineweaver et al. 2004 

Science 303, 59 



SUMMARY : GALACTIC HABITABLE ZONE 

GHZ: impossible  to define either qualitatively  

(probability of creating vs. destroying habitability by various 

- time and position dependent -  factors in the MW disk) 

or quantitatively 

The concept of GHZ  definitively has no predictive power at all 

Is it a useless concept? 

Perhaps not… it may allow us to structure our  

thoughts / educated guesses / knowledge 

about a very complex phenomenon 

Simple and sea life forms appear to be robust (quasi-immune to cosmic catastrophes)  

The more so, since radial migration of stars mixes stellar populations 

across the MW disk 



How philosophical preconceptions can affect physical “theories”. 

A case in study : G. Gonzalez 





Part II: The Drake Equation 

and the Fermi Paradox 

NP (2013) International Journal of Astrobiology 12, 246  



The Drake equation 
(1960) 

N = number of technological 

civilizations 

in the Milky Way 



Radioactive decay : 
dt
dN = à

T
N

Steady state :      Production  rate  P     =       Destruction  rate D 

P =
T
N ! N = PT

Number of communicating civilisations                  N  =  

                  Creation rate of such civilisations         R* fp ne  fl  fi  fc 

   x   Lifetime of such civilisations                         L 
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RASTRO = R* fp ne 

fBIOTEC = fl  fi  ft 

L  

Astronomical factor: creation 

rate of habitable planets 

=0.1 per yr 

Biotechnological factor: fraction 

of planets with technology 

Lifetime in the corresponding 

technological phase  
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LMIN= 2 D/c 
Minimum L to have 2-way contact 

between close neighbours          

Minimum Lifetime of 

average civilisation 

for 2-way contact  



N  =  R
ASTRO 

 f
BIOTEC

  L 

IF civilisations 

are evenly spread 

in the 

Galactic disk 

then 

lifetimes  

L > 104 yr 

are required 

for 2-way 

contact 



The Fermi  paradox 

Enrico Fermi 

   

1950  

Los Alamos Laboratory 

 

Lunch-time discussion  

with Edward Teller and colleagues  

on UFOs 

 

No sign of extraterrestrials 

(ships, artefacts, robots) 

on Earth 

Where are they ? 



The phrase “Where Are They ?” appears for the first time 

as a footnote  in a paper by american astronomer 

Carl Sagan  in 1963 

(Planetary and Space Science, 11, 485)  

 

Then in the book Intelligent life in the Universe 
of C. Sagan and I. Shklovskii, published n 1965 

 

in both cases without  any comment… 

Astronomer Michael Hart rediscovers independently  Fermi’s argument  

and discusses its implications in  1975 in 

“An explanation for the absence of Extraterrestrials on Earth” 

(Quartely Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society, 16, 128) 
 

His conclusions : 1) there are few other civilizations (probably none)  

2)  Recherche of extraterrestrial signals is a waste of time (and money) 

3) Our descendants will coloniser the Galaxy (since the “others” are not interested)  

After that paper , C. Sagan qualifies the whole issue as 

The Fermi Paradox  



They are here 
They – or their probes – came in the remote past  

and observed  – or even created/assisted – our ancestors ;  

they probably left their probes on Earth or somewhere in the Solar system; 

 we should search better to find those probes (A. C. CLARKE, PAPAGIANNIS) 

They are there 
BUT:  they do not wish to come (they have other interests) 

or they are not able to come  

(because their civilization is rapidly destroyed – FERMI    

or Interstellar travel is impossible – HOYLE, DRAKE) 

 

ALTERNATIVELY:  they did come and are just observing us 

without interfering, or they have put us  in “cosmic quarantine”  

 or in a “cosmic zoo” (TSIOLKOVSKY, BALL) 

They are nowhere 
We are alone 

( HART , TIPLER , BRACEWELL   +   SIMPSON, MAYR ) 

SO, WHERE ARE THEY? 
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Drake 

LMIN= 2 D/c 
Minimum L to have 2-way contact 

between close neighbours 

within L          

Fermi 

LMIN= r /(βc) 
Minimum L to have the 

whole Galaxy covered by  

space-faring civilisations 

within L 



Strong  

Fermi paradox 

(N>100,β=υ/c<0.01) 

implies 

L>105 – 106 yr 

Conditions in 

fBIOTEC vs L plane 

favouring 

2-way radio-contact 

and  physical contact 

are not very diffferent 

(in log-log space!) 

WHERE ARE THEY? 



Assuming that 
 

1) They exist 
 

2) They desire to find other 
civilizations and to 

communicate with them 
 

3) Their  technological civilizations 
survive long enough 

Or rather 

undertake a program of 

interstellar travel and exploration ? 

(guaranteeing a definitive answer 

WITHIN their lifetime IF L>105 yr))  

WHAT STRATEGY  
WOULD THEY ADOPT ? 

 

Just a search of radio-signals ? 

(inefficient, because there may be  

no answer, even after  

thousands or millions of years) 



Conditions in fBIOTEC vs L plane 

favouring 2-way radio-contact and  physical contact 

are almost  the same: 

L a few times larger (L>105-106 yr)  is required in latter case 

SUMMARY  

A joint analysis of the Drake equation AND the Fermi paradox 

 NP (2013) International Journal of Astrobiology 12, 246  

IF civilisations are evenly spread 

in the Galactic disk then 

lifetimes  L > 104 yr are required for 2-way contact 


